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HEAVEN RIDE is a techno-thriller about two loyal friends who unlock secrets of the human soul and invent a device that ejects the soul and
long-term memory on its path to heaven, and then brings it back. The "Pod" enables them to build Heaven Ride into the most lucrative empire
the world has ever known, until ruthless rivals embark on a campaign of deceit, treachery and betrayal to wrest it away for their own insidious
plan. This quandary of science and morality may change the way you think about heaven and the afterlife ... FOREVER. * * * David
Brownington, a brilliant entrepreneurial mastermind with a leading business incubator, comes in contact with a mysterious gadget that measures
wavelengths never seen before. His close friend, JW Gomez, a third-year Ph.D. candidate, supercedes the boundaries of his doctoral studies
using a bio-pod that creates out-of-body experiences. Driven by memories of his little brother who perished in a gruesome accident as a child,
JW's extra-curricular studies of sudden traumatic death lead to the astonishing discovery of the human soul. When David and JW merge these
devices, they stumble upon the highway to heaven. Each of them falls in love as their miraculous invention takes the world by storm. Millions
make the trip. As Heaven Ride prospers, its repercussions ripple throughout society. Protests, bombs and kidnappings threaten to shut it down,
posing risks to David, JW, their friends and families. Long after Heaven Ride becomes a household word, startling revelations put David and
JW in the crosshairs of dangerous men seeking ultimate power. With HEAVEN RIDE, John Eccleston and Kerry Gleason have woven an
intense tale of ambition, success, friendship, betrayal, greed and corruption. It's an intricate and interesting tale of mankind's most startling
invention, and technology gone awry.
Ride of Your Life: A Coast-To-Coast Guide to Finding Inner PeaceIndependently Published
Have you hit a crossroads in your career or life? Do you feel stuck and know you have more to offer the world than what you are doing right
now? If you are yearning to make a change in life, Ride Of Your Life will be your inspiration and guide. Back in 2010, research scientist and
entrepreneur Ran Zilca set out from his home in New York on a motorcycle, bound for California in search of the next chapter in his life. Along
this soul-searching journey, he spent hundreds of hours in contemplation on the road, met with fellow travelers from all walks of life, and
interviewed leading experts in research labs, spiritual centers, and temples all across the country. Six-thousand miles later, he returned home,
sold his company, and moved to a different continent. Ride of Your Life chronicles this transformative journey, sharing the collective wisdom
Ran learned from one-on-one discussions with spiritual leaders and researchers, including Deepak Chopra, Phil Zimbardo, and Sonja
Lyubomirsky. This groundbreaking book in the field of positive psychology is part travel memoir, part spiritual compass, and a practical
handbook for personal transformation. Ride of Your Life will help you awaken your dreams and answer your own calling for a happier and
more meaningful life.
Sixteen year old Regan Stone has her life all mapped out. Every choice, from her dual credit classes to the out-of-state university she's selected
is deliberate. She even has a no-romance stipulation to avoid dangerous distractions. What Regan didn't anticipate was the sudden change in her
best friend, Lane, leaving only glimpses of the boy she grew up with. The bombshell Lane drops on her weeks before he leaves for college
compels Reagan to come to terms with her own feelings. This summer may change everything.
The Book
Own It. Live It. Love It.
Life is Just a Ride!
One Life to Lose - The Douglas Files: Book Seven
Life with an Accent
One Immigrant's Quest to Belong
One Life at a Time is a chronicle of the ancestors of the author's children as they arrived in the New World, what propelled them from Britain,
Ireland and Korea, and what happened to them and their descendants once they took root in America -- one life at a time. This crisp narrative
focuses on the history and development of New England and its people while illuminating episodes of the American experience spanning
more than three centuries as lived by ordinary people forging a New World
All fiction is character-driven, according to William Bernhardt. How can you use characters to create dynamic fiction that will captivate
readers? This book explains the relationship between character and plot, and how the perfect melding of the two produces a mesmerizing
story.
This is your life. Right now. You don't get a second chance to get it right. There are no mulligans. No do-overs. And no one has ever drifted
into a rich and meaningful life by accident. But here's the good news: you are ridiculously in charge of your own life. As a Christ follower, you
have every resource you need to live the abundant life Jesus promised. In It's Your ONE Life, pastor Lance Witt offers you a roadmap to align
yourself with God's purposes and take extreme ownership over your life. Sharing several practical tools, Witt shows you how to - craft the life
you want - care for your emotional health - establish a healthy rhythm of life - do life with God, not just for God - and practice the presence of
people A life of significance, focus, and richness is well within your grasp. It's Your ONE Life is the blueprint for making it happen.
By the time he is twelve, Frank Levy understands that to attain his wishes, he must depend upon himself. In the young adult edition of Life
with an Accent we meet Levy as a happy toddler oblivious to political dangers. Seeking safety, in 1936 his family moves from Germany to the
British Mandate of Palestine. Ten years later they emigrate to America to be with grandma. Again, Levy must change languages, cultures,
even his name. With every effort to adapt, he sees that the history we live through matters.
Plain Molly
Book One: Sojourn of Souls
Lessons Learned from 15 Years as CEO of the Walt Disney Company
The True Story of a Woman, Her Horse, and Their Last-Chance Journey Across America
The True Life Adventures of Ray Hampson
Regarding Anna

Alli-Kar, a white-hole portal from another universe, rains meteoroids onto the surface of the
planet Kelanni. But the so-called "lodestones" behave according to different physical laws,
transforming Kelanni's society. With the aid of the fearsome Keltar in their flying cloaks, the
Kelanni are being put to forced labor to mine the lodestones. Shann, an orphan with a fiery
disposition, witnesses a battle between a Keltar and a stranger bearing a similar flying cloak.
She tracks down the stranger, learning of the technology behind the Keltars' power and joining
him on a mission to free the slaves and cut off their supply of lodestones. Meanwhile Keris, a
Keltar, is sent on a mission to track down the rebels. She is attacked by a flying creature and
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saved by the enigmatic Chandara. At their Great Tree, she learns that a mysterious "Prophet" is
out to destroy the Kelanni people. Their only hope is a powerful instrument hidden in the
distant past. Pursued by Keltar, the party will encounter bizarre creatures, ancient
technologies and terrifying dangers. Finally, they must seek to cross a massive storm barrier
in order to reach the other side of their world, where a world-shaking revelation awaits.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The triumphant true story of a woman who rode her horse across America in
the 1950s, fulfilling her dying wish to see the Pacific Ocean, from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Perfect Horse and The Eighty-Dollar Champion “The gift Elizabeth
Letts has is that she makes you feel you are the one taking this trip. This is a book we can
enjoy always but especially need now.”—Elizabeth Berg, author of The Story of Arthur Truluv In
1954, sixty-three-year-old Maine farmer Annie Wilkins embarked on an impossible journey. She
had no money and no family, she had just lost her farm, and her doctor had given her only two
years to live. But Annie wanted to see the Pacific Ocean before she died. She ignored her
doctor’s advice to move into the county charity home. Instead, she bought a cast-off brown
gelding named Tarzan, donned men’s dungarees, and headed south in mid-November, hoping to beat
the snow. Annie had little idea what to expect beyond her rural crossroads; she didn’t even
have a map. But she did have her ex-racehorse, her faithful mutt, and her own unfailing belief
that Americans would treat a stranger with kindness. Annie, Tarzan, and her dog, Depeche Toi,
rode straight into a world transformed by the rapid construction of modern highways. Between
1954 and 1956, the three travelers pushed through blizzards, forded rivers, climbed mountains,
and clung to the narrow shoulder as cars whipped by them at terrifying speeds. Annie rode more
than four thousand miles, through America’s big cities and small towns. Along the way, she met
ordinary people and celebrities—from Andrew Wyeth (who sketched Tarzan) to Art Linkletter and
Groucho Marx. She received many offers—a permanent home at a riding stable in New Jersey, a job
at a gas station in rural Kentucky, even a marriage proposal from a Wyoming rancher. In a
decade when car ownership nearly tripled, when television’s influence was expanding fast, when
homeowners began locking their doors, Annie and her four-footed companions inspired an
outpouring of neighborliness in a rapidly changing world.
Ray Hampson lived a life most people could never imagine or dream of. He was born in "The
Wickedest Little City in America" and went from the whorehouse to his own penthouse. Along the
way, he lived through the Depression, the glory days of railroading, two wars, the tumult of
the 60s and much, much more. Ray always had an incredible lust for life that he somehow turned
into an wonderful marriage, family and multimillion dollar business. Today, he is happily
retired in a Florida Keys oceanfront home, enjoying the fruits of his success. You will enjoy
his story, be amazed at his exploits and be grateful he invited you along for the ride.
'Life is a journey Enjoy the Ride' is one of the stationery series: 'Inspirational and
Motivational Notebook Journals'. This 5" x 8" notebook has matte-finish cover featuring a
famous wisdom quote on cover page and special quote in each design. We have up to 50
motivational quote designs in this series. This wisdom notebook journal consists of 150 pages
with graph paper. This is great personal journal for writing down your daily thoughts/ideas, todo list, and summarized what you have realized each day. Easy writing and smooth paper is
perfected for pen and pencil noted. It is also a good choice for exercise in school and great
gift for all (men, women, teens, girls, and kids). Motivational Blank notebook journal with
graph paper, 5 x 8", 150 pages, inspirational quote cover "Life is a journey Enjoy the Ride"
Becoming a Russian American
The Search for True Love
A Map to Help You Remember the Truth that is Already Inside You
Bringing Your Story to Life
Ride of Your Life: A Coast-To-Coast Guide to Finding Inner Peace
Life Is One Hell of a Ride
Eleven-year-old Alex Peterson may be the least-athletic boy at his school, yet he dreams of
accomplishing something "not a whole lot of other people in the world have ever done": a
200-mile, single-day bicycle ride from Seattle to Portland. Alex discovers that if he's to reach
even the starting line, he must overcome more than his physical disability. He must also find a
way to revive his father's own long-dormant dreams, and convince his dad to join forces with
him, before they can achieve together what neither would on his own.
Gaby LeFevre is a suburban, Midwestern firecracker, growing up in the 80s and 90s and saving the
world one homeless person, centenarian, and orphan at a time. With her crew of twin sister,
Annie, smitten Mikhail, and frenemy Mel, she's a pamphlet-wielding humanitarian, tackling a
broken world full of heroes and heroines, villains and magical seeds, and Northwyth stories.
Beginning with a roadkill-burying nine-year-old and a gas-leak explosion, it follows Gaby as she
traverses childhood and young adulthood with characteristic intensity and a penchant for
disaster. Meanwhile, the large cast of compelling characters entertains and the Northwyth
legends draw you into their magic.
"Dear baby girl,I have something to tell you. You're not...what others would classify as normal.
Your father and I, we're not human, neither are you."Crimson always knew she wasn't normal. She
just didn't know why.When Crimson receives a letter from her birth mom she finds out things
about herself she never new. Join Crimson on her journey in finding love, sorrow, and family.
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She always knew that life was one hell of a ride.
Most assumed Jason Carter lived a wonderful life. Remarkable wife. Amazing kids. And an
oversized house close to the country club. But something reeked. While discussing thoughts of
suicide, a renowned psychiatrist pinpoints the musky sock floating in the soup-his unchecked
drinking. Days later, bristling from her rubber-stamped diagnosis, he sets off driving from
Texas to Telluride, searching for clarity. Hypnotized by the open road, he finds himself
wheeling through a sequence of toxic vignettes that accelerated his ruin. His balmy adolescence,
wrecked by divorce. The maddening demise of his complicated father. Flapping untethered through
teen hurricanes. Bumbling through college. Chasing fool's gold from Manhattan to LA. Getting
married, when his self-destructive drinking bloomed like a towering autumn crocus. To Hell I
Ride is a determined, darkly comedic journey into extreme self-awareness. As Jason explores his
past, he confronts the interpersonal demons haunting him today. Hyperobservant and brutally
honest, he bares it all-how alcohol crept into his life, the wolfish anguish lurking inside each
drink, and the sacred truth shielding him from salvation. Like an unsparing highlight reel
reminiscent of Back to the Future meets The Shining, clip by clip, Jason watches himself evolve
into the man he wants to kill.
Karl's Story
To Hell I Ride: When a Life Examined Became Worth Living
Tainted Energy
Rural Rides
One Life, Mine
Summer's End
Private Investigator Jackson Douglas has always turned to his friends for help. Now, each of them needs
to turn to him. Only none of them know where he is. Fighting against their own fears, Maggie, Sam,
Mouse, Reggie, and Leroy band together to figure out what happened to Jackson. Working with old friends
and new ones, they uncover several possible explanations for his disappearance, each with its own grim
ramifications. None of them, however, are nearly as shocking as the truth. Nor as potentially
catastrophic.
This book is a autobiography of me, my early years in Ministry, and how I got started. How God works in
our lives.
Harley is a rebel soul, lashing out at his family because all they care about is their social standing.
They are destroying him piece by piece. He is a biker on a downward spiral with his world falling apart.
Together with his man servant, Garrett, he sets out to discover himself and look for the angel in his
visions. This is his story about failure, redemption and his search for Mari.Mari thinks Harley is drop
dead gorgeous. He is the guy in most girls dreams. When he smiles she sees the innocent angel and the
rascally devil in him. Harley loves her with reckless abandon. To Mari, Harley is her joy, her present,
and her future. She loves how he encourages her to seek adventure, and to follow her dreams.Harley's
Redemption is a romance filled with comedic and tragic moments. It tells the story of two college
students as they discover the love of a lifetime. This is the journey of two people who discover true
love is endless, endures through all the heartbreak and laughter, and transcends time.Come Ride With
Harley.
"Who are we and why are we here?" "Is life an illusion and are we mere characters in this movie we call
life?" "What are the themes and patterns of your life story?" "What beliefs have shaped your life, and
are you still holding on to them?" These are some of the questions to which Jocelyne Grzela has spent
her life looking for answers. Life is Just a Ride! is the author's journey of searching for the Truth.
Many of us have been searching for answers, especially in today's world. We're all trying to make sense
of it all, and it can be confusing and overwhelming. This book brings together methodologies and
practical tools that have been there for us since we incarnated, but may have forgotten. When we arrive
in this world, many tools are made available to us to guide us as we set out on our journey. Once we
find these tools, and use them to connect the pieces, we begin to create a map to help us see through
the illusion of the ego in order to understand who we are, and what we're doing here. We are provided
with what we need to begin enjoying the game we have chosen to partake in. Through her own strenuous
challenges of loss, divorce, trauma, and a brush with death, the author demonstrates how to stop taking
life so seriously, and enjoy the ride. First you will learn how to recognize the patterns that keep
showing up in your life, which will lead you to unmask what beliefs you are still holding on to, that
continue shaping your life. Then you'll learn the difference between desiring and allowing, and what the
purpose of karma is really all about. This path will take you from one of self-improvement to one of
self-acceptance. Lastly, you'll learn how to see through the game of the ego by using the tools and
exercises provided, and develop a clear map of your true identity and purpose in this life story. This
inspirational memoir is meant to encourage you to find your own truth, to help you realize that you have
a choice to live in fear, or live free as you were meant to be. The practical information and
suggestions provided will help you remember who you are, and demonstrate that you can start over at any
age, and live a life filled with joy and self-acceptance, a true heaven on earth....
ONE LIFE TO GIVE
The Sea of Storms
The Experience of Creating One's Life Vision: A Heuristic and Organic Approach
The Ride of a Lifetime
Don't go there. It's not safe. You'll die. And other more >> rational advice for overlanding Mexico &
Central America
A New World Family Narrative, 1630-1960

Things that happen to you in the past can mold you into someone you
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Upton Sinclair, one of America's foremost and most prolific authors, addresses the cultivation of the mind and the body in this 1922
volume. Sinclair's goal was to attempt to tell the reader how to live, how to find health, happiness and success, and how to develop
fully both the mind and the body. Part One: The Book of the Mind covers such subjects as faith, reason, morality, and the
subconscious. Part Two: The Book of the Body develops such subjects as errors in diet, the fasting cure, food and poisons, work and
play, and diseases and their cures .
Written for people who arent laughing at the joke their own life has become, Making a Joke Out of Ones Life contains over 2,500
jokes and one-liners that lets readers laugh at someone elses for a change. Ken Willidaus unique brand of humour addresses all
aspects of life - from birth to death and everything in between. Willidau employs a variety of humorous devices to convey his
message. Mostly drugs, alcohol and his brain. Ken Willidaus philosophy is that if youre going to make a joke out of your life you
might as well make it one everyone can get a good laugh out of, too. The myriad of one-liners includes dark humour, tongue-incheek, a few jokes going around town about you, jest, self-defecating humour, plays on words and more. Book sections revolve
around themes such as school, religion, sporting, sex, depression and aging. The chapters chart a route through life that make for
interesting reading from innocent beginnings to the bitter end and Willidau hopes youll be just killing yourself laughing by the end of
it all, too. Throughout the course of the book, Here Goes Nothing The First Weak, The Deformative Years, Friends and Enemas,
Sporting A Black Eye, Proxy Morons and Th-Th-Th-Thats All Fooks are just a few of the given takes on the stages of life youll
encounter. Looking at life through Ken Willidaus eyes will give you more appreciation for your own life or, at the very least, give
you a reason to laugh through some it, if not exactly at it, right now. Making a Joke Out of Ones Life is a perfect read for one of those
dismal days when that lonely bottle of wine just isnt enough and adding some cheese would, at least, make it look like youre a happy
party of one, anyway, and not just your own funeral party waiting to happen.
Everything you need to know to look after yourself to bring about and maintain perfect health, prosperity, wealth, happiness, quality
of life and longevity. It reveals that we are, without realising, not doing enough or the right things to protect our health and prosperity
which is equally extremely damaging to nature, wildlife, oceans, sea-life, fresh springs, waterways and air, and us. The Book by
Linde utilises new and ancient knowledge from around the world, over the millennia identifying what changes we need to make to
enhance every aspect of our lives with simple solutions for almost every situation. It is your most powerful contribution to protecting,
nurturing and saving our planet. In summary, 'THE BOOK' Consists of Six Chapters which incorporates a summary within each one:
Lifestyle; Food & Nutrition; Medical Care; Mind; Water; and Now Live the final chapter which you can cast your eye over first as it
is a synopsis of the complete works. It is highly recommend to read from cover to cover but, it is packed with valuable information to
just use as a Reference Manual on a day to day basis. Teaches you how to look after your body and mind to ultimately prevent illness,
but also to help regain and maintain perfect health; Provides countless number of practical, realistic & simple tips to easily adopt into
your day to day lifestyle improving quality of life, saving time & money and gaining longevity; Fuses together specialised areas in
health & mind, lifestyle & environment under one cover; Identifies our day to day toxic exposures that we are unaware of and
provides successful resolutions; Gives you complete fundamental knowledge and awareness, to use your courage to take
responsibility for your life enhancing your health, prosperity and happiness; Provides you with ancient knowledge and practices to
new, from science including quantum physics, to philosophy, psychology, and important detail on nutrition, exercise, energies and
medicine; Is very current, answering all the conflicting hype about diets, the next super food or the bad effects of conventional drugs
or sugar that are in the media weekly, even daily; For more information please visit www.thebookbook.co.uk
Life Is a Journey Enjoy the Ride, Graph Paper Notebook,small Journal,150p,5x8
The Ride of Her Life
Benevolent
Making a Joke out of One's Life
One Life Passes for Another
Carol Tyler has been a professional (and highly acclaimed) cartoonist for over 20 years, appearing in such
venues as Weirdo, Wimmen's Comix, and Drawn & Quarterly magazine. But over the years her status as a
working mother has drastically curtailed her ability to set aside time for her cartooning. Thus each rare new
story from her pen has been greeted with hurrahsas well they should be, because she's one of the most skillful,
caustic, and emphatic cartoon storytellers of her generation. This new book presents the biggest, richest and
most delightful collection of Tyler's work to date featuring many new and previously unpublished works. p.p1
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 13.9px Arial; color: #424242}
"A Long Ride Coming" is a deeply personal memoir filled with poignancy and tinged with wry humor. The book
takes the reader on a 1,900 mile bicycle ride from the Golden Gate Bridge to the Mexican border and then
from Canada through Washington, Oregon, and California. The journey meets steep, challenging terrain and
memorable, once-in-a-lifetime characters. But the book is much more than a story about a bicycle trip. "A
Long Ride Coming" unveils a tribute to a father who died when the author was just 18 years old. When told by
a doctor to keep the news of his father's terminal illness a secret, the deception led to nearly 50 years of regret
and despair. Testing his stamina and age, the bike ride begins at the Golden Gate Bridge on September 11,
2014 and ends nearly exactly one year later on the Golden Gate. In between, the author finds solace and a
fitting tribute to a father who died too soon. From the book: The doctor left the room and left my mother, my
brother, and myself to fend for ourselves. Fend off such assaults as when just a few days later, the surgeon
summoned us to his office. My father was still in the hospital, still reeling from his surgery, when the doctor in
all of his professorial genius opined that we were not to tell my father of his terminal disease. "Keep it to
yourselves," he said in whispered, conspiratorial, haunting tones. "The patient shouldn't know. If he did, his
last few months would be even more uncomfortable." So when my father returned home and for a brief time
felt good and hopeful, even going back to work for several days, his wife and two sons had the insufferable
burden of lying to him. "I'm so damn glad the worst part is over," he'd say during his short reprieve. "I told you
I'm going to beat this thing..." But we were committed to obeying doctor's orders, committed to the code of
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silence.
The third reader of my long-gone school days said something like, Life is a river, from its small and
unimportant beginning it flows steadily onward. It may hesitate, but never stop until early or late its end is
reached. By anyones calculations, the river of my life has been a long and, on the whole, a very placid one. No
treacherous rapids or impassable falls have ever disturbed its steady flow. I have filled many pages with
recollections of what to some may seem a very humdrum and uneventful life. Arent most lives just that except
to the individuals who have lived them? This self-appointed task has been a very pleasant one. I trust that
someone sometime in the future will find pleasure and perhaps a bit of knowledge hidden in these pages. It is
said that three score years and ten is ones allotment for life; beyond that, one lives on borrowed time. It has
never been clear to me just where and from whom this time is borrowed. I must say, the last decade and a half
that I have borrowed from somewhere have been most satisfactory. I most sincerely hope that my credit will
hold good awhile longer
In October 2016, 59-year-old Chris Joseph was stunned when he learned he had third-stage pancreatic
cancer. In the midst of the panic and tremendous fear that immediately ensued, Joseph followed the doctor's
orders without hesitation and underwent chemotherapy-a choice that was almost a fatal mistake. Months of
chemotherapy poisoned his body and nearly destroyed his spirit. With no immediate plan in mind, Joseph fired
his oncologist and embarked on an alternative path of recovery, including both natural and Western medicine
immunotherapy-one that, against all odds, opened his eyes and healed him, both physically and spiritually. Life
is a Ride documents Joseph's journey from terror and doubt to independence, redemption, love and hope.
Whether he's launching a "borrow and pay back" company for all manner of musicians in New Orleans, making
his journey to Germany for cancer treatment and watching his friends put together a GoFundMe campaign to
make the trip possible, or finding opportunities to bond with family and friends, Joseph's spirit, determination
and courage will inspire anyone who's struggled-with illness or any other seemingly hopeless situation. By
changing the narrative and choosing to write his own story, Joseph found new levels of determination and
courage, as well as joy, wisdom and gratitude. Life is a Ride is the tale of a man that turned a death sentence
into a life embrace.
Rest Stop
Lodestone Book One
My Unconventional Journey of Cancer Recovery
Two Births, One Life
Full Cycle
Motivational /Inspirational Journal Notebook

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A memoir of leadership and success: The executive chairman of
Disney, Time’s 2019 businessperson of the year, shares the ideas and values he embraced during his
fifteen years as CEO while reinventing one of the world’s most beloved companies and inspiring the
people who bring the magic to life. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR Robert
Iger became CEO of The Walt Disney Company in 2005, during a difficult time. Competition was more
intense than ever and technology was changing faster than at any time in the company’s history. His
vision came down to three clear ideas: Recommit to the concept that quality matters, embrace
technology instead of fighting it, and think bigger—think global—and turn Disney into a stronger
brand in international markets. Today, Disney is the largest, most admired media company in the
world, counting Pixar, Marvel, Lucasfilm, and 21st Century Fox among its properties. Its value is
nearly five times what it was when Iger took over, and he is recognized as one of the most innovative
and successful CEOs of our era. In The Ride of a Lifetime, Robert Iger shares the lessons he learned
while running Disney and leading its 220,000-plus employees, and he explores the principles that are
necessary for true leadership, including: • Optimism. Even in the face of difficulty, an optimistic
leader will find the path toward the best possible outcome and focus on that, rather than give in to
pessimism and blaming. • Courage. Leaders have to be willing to take risks and place big bets. Fear
of failure destroys creativity. • Decisiveness. All decisions, no matter how difficult, can be made on a
timely basis. Indecisiveness is both wasteful and destructive to morale. • Fairness. Treat people
decently, with empathy, and be accessible to them. This book is about the relentless curiosity that
has driven Iger for forty-five years, since the day he started as the lowliest studio grunt at ABC. It’s
also about thoughtfulness and respect, and a decency-over-dollars approach that has become the
bedrock of every project and partnership Iger pursues, from a deep friendship with Steve Jobs in his
final years to an abiding love of the Star Wars mythology. “The ideas in this book strike me as
universal” Iger writes. “Not just to the aspiring CEOs of the world, but to anyone wanting to feel less
fearful, more confidently themselves, as they navigate their professional and even personal lives.”
For seventeen-year-old Lena, living in the trailer park with the rest of town's throwaways isn't
exactly paradise. Dealing with a drunken father who can't keep his fists to himself doesn't help
matters either. The only good thing in her life, other than track, is the mysterious man who visits her
dreams, promising to find her. When a chair burns her arms, Lena chalks it up to stress-induced
crazy. Yet as bizarre incidents escalate, even being crazy can't explain it all away... until one day
dream guy does find her. Tarek lost Lena seventeen years ago after she was accused of treason and
marked Tainted. He finally discovers her reborn on Earth into a life of suffering as punishment for her
crime. However, someone else has already found her... and wants her dead. Willing to sacrifice
everything, he fights to keep her safe so she can live the only life she's ever known-even if that life
doesn't include him.
A book about a brilliant invention - the bicycle. A book about the joys of cycling, a book that peels
back the myths of the cycling fraternity. A book about being a boy on a bike or a girl on a bike. A
book that states that the bicycle is for everybody to enjoy not just the Carbon Fiber Cowboys and the
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Lycra Loonies
With an uncanny relevance to today's world and inspired by the life of its author, Karl's Story, is a
WW II child refugee's tale of resilience, hope and courage as told through the narrative of her
beloved teddy bear, Karl .A story perfect for all ages: read to children by parents, grandparents and
teachers alike. It has been read many times to middle elementary grades. A book to be handed down
from parent to child to child for generations to come. Karl, "a very old teddy bear," has a magic gifthe can tell stories to children who are still young enough to understand toy talk . Karl's Story begins
in Europe. It's about Karl, the young girl Karin, and Mimi the mind reading cat, ... how the three
friends experience and survive WW II and then escape from communism to a new and hope-filled life
with his beloved friend Karin .Their journey, their story, enchants children but in the sense of The
Little Prince speaks timelessly to adults as well . Karl's Story tells of European refugees and is as
relevant today as then. The chaos of the time turned the world of the three friends upside down,
slowly at first, from no more whipped cream at birthday parties to ever more frequent air raids,
crashing bombs, and a harrowing train ride, with Karl and Mimi stuffed in Karin's old wicker trunk. In
the journey Karin loses all she ever knew or loved, but goes on to rebuild her world in America. The
book is categorized as Children's Fiction because of its charming cover and talking stuffed animals
but is inspirational to young and old alike, and a perfect antidote in these still troubled times; this is
indeed a book for all.
Life Is a Ride
A Guide to Joyful Living
How the Struggle of Losing a Parent Led to a Bicycle Journey Nearly 50 Years Later
Regan Stone Series Book One
Riding the Waves of Life
One Life at a Time

Rural Rides is the book for which the English journalist, agriculturist and political reformer William Cobbett is best
known. At the time of writing Rural Rides, in the early 1820s, Cobbett was a radical anti-Corn Law campaigner. He
embarked on a series of journeys by horseback through the countryside of Southeast England and the English
Midlands. He wrote down what he saw from the points of view both of a farmer and a social reformer. The result
documents the early 19th-century countryside and its people as well as giving free vent to Cobbett's opinions
Synopsis Rest Stop is a 250 page realistic novel based on real characters I knew while I served my time in prison. It
is about the convicts I lived with on a daily basis. The book starts off in prison and gives insight of the living
conditions. It tells of the games that are needed in order to survive. It explains the brotherhood that forms between
cell mates and the cliques you become part of, not by choice but out of necessity. Following a fight and a stabbing,
the four inmates who are held responsible are being transported from a minimum security location to the main
prison when they escape. The escape convicts come up with a plan to take over a rest-area on Interstate 15. It was
just a few miles from Las Vegas. They figured that the people going to Vegas would have lots of cash on them. Their
plan was to rob them and use the money to get out of the country. It is a long way from Oregon State Penitentiary to
Las Vegas. A big part of the story takes place on the trip to get to the rest stop, with robbery, murder and rape along
the way. The driving force behind the story is the dialog and vivid thought process, not only from the convicts but
from the victims. Each chapter gives insight to the mind set and words of the escaped convicts, along with the
Warden, the State Police and the Federal agent who is always just one step behind the inmates. The novel begins
with a thrilling, fast paced opening. It holds the excited pace up to an unforgettably tense conclusion. Each chapter
ends in a poem I wrote while in prison and coincides with the story. The epilogue leaves room for a sequel for a
second book. Ron Lemco PO Box 63 Sumner, WA. 98390 253-2284544 rlemco@aol.com
I was rewarded for being afraid, Teri Lang confesses as her respectable life begins to shatter. Working her way into
the citys circle of moneyed elite, Teris career excels at a lightnings pace. Embracing the rules of the powerful who
chart her meteoric rise, Teri accepts their honors and benefits from their connections. But just as her future
approaches the brink of limitless success, Teri meets a young radical whose personal mission is to destroy the web
Teri has so slavishly served. A study in greed and politics, One Life Passes for Another takes the reader through a
complex canvas of characters, agendas and motives. It is a story of ideals gone astray and the nameless drive that
leads even the well-intentioned into places they never thought possible.
Late Bloomer
Freewheeling
The Book of Life
A Long Ride Coming
Tony's Bicycle Book
Heaven Ride
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